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 amazon mechanical turk  
 pay people for completing microtasks (2005)



• large pool of workers (turkers) 
• sitting at home eager to work and make money
• you post a request e.g., “find spelling mistakes”
• specify payment 
• wait until someone picks it up and submits an answer

mechanical turk::



HIT = Human Intelligence Task



 often for micro-pay



for what tasks would you use 
humans on mechanical turk vs. an algorithm?

<30 sec brainstorming>



• problems computers cannot yet solve
• image classification & labeling
• transcription from audio
• translation
• content generation for websites

• rating of things human’s will perceive (rate logos)

for what tasks would you use 
humans vs. an algorithm?



 2010 VizWiz: using mechanical turk to help blind users













 massive data set  
 allowed to answer many follow up research questions



asking humans vs. calling functions in your code? 
what are some differences?

<30 sec brainstorming>



asking humans vs. calling functions in your code? 
what are the differences?
• raw results noisy

• different workers, different effort (lazy or too eager)
• 30% are poor quality

• no guaranteed response time 
• can be no response at all

• moral implications
• what if blind user gets an intentionally wrong answer?



 2010 Soylent: collaborative editing



mhh… 
can I really trust sb else to shorten my text?

solution:  
get many people involved! 
let them rate each other!



#1 find sections that need work  
(20% agreement)

#2 fix a single section 
(produce 3-5 alternatives)

#3 verify by voting on best result 
– or – flag poor suggestions

find-fix-verify pattern:

 iterative process to reduce noise 
 and allow for parallelism





history



Mechanical Turk 
= Automaton Chess Player => Hungarian: A Török
• a fake chess-playing machine in the late 18th century



• toured Europe 
• took 50 years for anyone to discover the hoax



before computers were digital machines, 
they were actually humans…





 world wars: maps, artillery tables… 
 all done by human computing (by hand… wow)



 human computation  
 borrowed strategies from industrial assembly lines:  
 each worker performs one operation that is highly specialized

[Ford 1913]



 today the assembly line looks like this…



 human computers were eventually replaced by machinery 
 … but we still use them today for really hard computing tasks



human&
computation

crowd/
sourcing

crowdsourced
assembly&lines

having humans perform 
computational tasks

leveraging large crowds  
of people over the internet 
to perform a task typically performed by a 
single person

(e.g. mechanical turk)



human&
computation

crowd/
sourcing

crowdsourced
assembly&lines

examples?

<30 sec brainstorming>

leveraging large crowds  
of people over the internet 
to perform a task typically performed by a 
single person



 Wikipedia (anyone ever tried to put up some fake information?)



 crowdfunding (Kickstarter takes 5%)



 crowd-science (citizen-science) 
 GLOBE at Night: “asks people to count the number of stars that they 
 can see from their location” to determine global light pollution



motivation of the crowd



what motivates people to contribute?
<30 sec brainstorming>



what motivates people to contribute?
#1 pay 
#2 implicit work (you don’t know you are doing it) 
#3 enjoyment 
#4 altruism 
…



#1 pay



 amazon mechanical turk 
 90% of tasks pay less than $0.10 
  (anyone ever used mechanical turk to make money?)



 2012 Umati: paid in snacks





#2 implicit work



CAPTCHAs…
how to use this for solving real-world problems?

<30 sec brainstorming>



 for hard to read text!

“Our apparatus is deployed in 
more than 40,000 Web sites 
and has transcribed over 440 
million words. “





#3 enjoyment



 2004: games with a purpose for image labeling



 2004: games with a purpose for image labeling





 2006: local image labeling





vision:
‘I want to label all the images on the internet’



 2009 DuoLingo:  
 translate the web while learning a language





vision:
‘I want to translate the entire Internet.’



 many more examples… 
 e.g. Foldit: fold protein structures as perfectly as possible 
 highest scoring results are analyzed by researchers  
 to eradicate diseases



#4 altruism



 Jim Gray: 
•  went missing while on a boat trip 
•  satellite took 560,000 images of the area 
•  mechanical turkers helped find his boat in the images

 www.helpfindjim.com



#5 fear?



 homeland security: 
 watching the Texas-Mexico border



concerns 
& limitations



 privacy, sensitive data:  
 2013 managing email overload



 privacy, sensitive data:  
 2013 managing email overload





 issues for task workers: 
 ca. 40.92% is spam (2010)



“Create a Twitter account and follow me” 

“Write a positive review on Yelp” 

“Like my YouTube video”

 spam examples: 
 fake accounts and fake clicks for better SEO



 moral issues: digital sweatshops? 
• unregulated sector – no labor laws 
• 500,000 turkers, for 18% this is their main employment 
• every mouse click is monitored



 who are the turkers?



 reliance on mechanical turk income 
 (average turker makes below $2 per hour)





conclusions



• using human processing power to solve problems 
that computers cannot yet solve

• humans are directed by a computer
• enabled by the platform Mechanical Turk

• a paid crowdsourcing platform for microtasks

human computation::





 create your own crowd-sourced project some time!



end.


